Worksheet Ch-1,2

Std: 1st

Subject: English

===========================================================
Q1. Word-meanings:
1) shade-shelter

2) bored- tedious

3) shines- brighten

4) brightly- sunny

5) unpleasant- annoying

6) juicy- pulpy

7) sweat- drops of liquid on our skin due to heat

8) inside

9) popular- famous

10) shouting- cry

11) quickly- soon

12) humming- singing in a low voice

13) fault- mistake

14) rushed- moved fast

15) stinging- burning

16) precious- very valuable

Q2. Answer the following question:
1) What is the colour of sky?
Ans: The colour of sky is blue.
2) What is the colour of Deep’s T-shirt?
Ans: Blue
3) What they see in the sky?
Ans: They saw the rainbow.
4) How many colours in the rainbow?
Ans: Seven colours.
5) Name any five colours of the rainbow?
Ans: Voilet, indigo, blue, green, yellow.
6) Where was Riya stand?
Ans: Riya stood in the shade of the tree.
7) Why summer is the hot season?
Ans: Because the sun shines brightly in this season.
8) Write some summer fruits.
Ans: Mango, Water-melon, Melon etc..
9) Name two indoor games.
Ans: Carrom, ludo.
10) Which season days are so longer?
Ans: Summer season.

11) Which rhyme was Montu humming?
Ans: Johny-Johny.
12) What is precious for us?
Ans: Water.
13) Whose face was covered with soap?
Ans: Montu.
14) Who was getting late for the school?
Ans: Mohit.
15) Should we waste water?
Ans: No.

Q3. Fill in the blanks.
1) Rainbow looks beautiful.
2) Rose is red in colour.
3) You sweat when your body gets hot.
4) We cannot play in the sun for long.
5) The tap water was running.
6) Rohit wanted to take a bath.
7) Mother rushed quickly with a mugful of water.
8) You should not waste water.

Q4. True or False:
1) The colour of the sun is green.

False

2) Rainbow has five colours.

False

3) Taniya has a rose flower.

True

4) Rainbow looks very beautiful

True

5) We keep our body clean by drinking water.

True

6) Montu wants to play football.

True

7) Watermelon is a winter fruit.

False

8) Water is precious for us.

True

9) The sound of running water has coming from the bathroom.

True

